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• Complicated, multi-phase project to replace all central plant
components
• Designed and installed a temporary chiller plant that
reduced the job to two phases and allowed plant
replacement
• Redundancy requirements necessitated temporary load
banks and testing to prove performance
• Solution is to be used for the renovation of other ARTCC
facilties

American Chiller Service
Federal Aviation Administration ARTCC, San Francisco, CA

This project submission features the FAA Air Route Traffic Control Center in Norther California that
monitors all Western US international/commercial air travel from the international date line in/out bound
to Denver Colorado air space.
American Chiller Service was commissioned perform a major mechanical retrofit that included
replacement of 4 chillers, 4 cooling towers, 4 chilled pumps, 3 condenser pumps, 3 sand filters, 2 boilers,
2 hot water heaters and 6 air handlers, BMS controls and other life safety systems to be replaced.
As part of the base design, the engineer specified use of temporary cooling tower(s) to facilitate
equipment replacement. Each piece of equipment was to be replaced one at a time and had to be fully
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tested, commissioned (w/training) and 2 week proof run, before the next piece of equipment could be
replaced. This created a situation where a complex project became more difficult in terms of phasing and
plant impact activities.
The design called for an extraordinary use of line size hot taps, a risky proposition, so that bypass piping
could be installed to "jump" each piece of equipment to be replaced on live main header piping. Project
requirements also included a 5-week look ahead schedule where all outages or facility impact tasks
(including LOTO) had to be communicated ahead of time and hard scheduled. This presented a phasing
plan that was very cumbersome for the parties involved and an alternate plan was requested to streamline
the project.
ACS was asked to engineer and provide a 900 ton temporary air cooled chiller plant to facilitate the project
whereas the entire house water cooled system could be taken off line to reduce the facility
impact/transition steps from over 20 high risk step to 2 major moves.
In order to use air cooled chillers (for sound and other reasons) the units had to be located on the property
approximately 700 feet away from the basement chillers. Extensive power and piping would be required,
including underground piping with use of non-invasive hyrdro-excavation techniques. ACS proposed the
temp chiller location and use of HDPE DR11 (200 psi rated) fusible piping. This was the first time the
government had used temporary air-cooled chillers (at this level of magnitude) or this type of piping on a
mechanical project and we had to demonstrate and submit its use for approval. No small task.
Due the facility requiring a minimum of N+1, we installed brand new 3 each 300-ton Carrier RB scroll
chillers with 3 refrigerant circuits and 12 scroll compressors. Each chiller had a minimum to maximum load
rating of 18 - 300 tons and a waterflow range of 170 -1,500 gpm. We used the existing house pumps for
primary flow. Each chiller was installed with motorized valves that would open on call to cool. A
standalone control system was installed that could stage chillers three ways; A) system return water temp,
B) outside air temp, C)alarm/fault rollover. An interface panel (with UPS) was designed and installed for
operational control with HOAs for each chiller along with service over-ride features and annunciators.
Upon commission the temp system we ultimately ran two house pumps (720gpm@160ft) 24/7 at fixed
speed sending flow (300 gpm) thru all 3 chillers at 42F set-point in parallel. (no staging required!). The
base load on each chiller 75 tons, providing adequate redundancy both internally to each chiller and
externally as a system. HDPE piping has very good insulation properties eliminating the need to fiberglass
insulate the temp piping loop. Water is being supplied to the building (1,600-foot S/R run) with less than
1F degree loss.
Before the temp system could be coupled and operated with the building, we had to proof run and
demonstrate the system to the facility. A chilled water bypass was installed near the points of connection
in the basement of the building. A pony (test) pump was installed with 1,000-gallon flywheel tank on the
chiller pad. Two each 25-ton diesel powered load banks were built to warm the temporary piping loop
from 38F to 75F degrees (system volume 3,500 gallons) so each chiller could be cycle run tested,
commissioned and accepted by the facility prior to opening the valves to the building and taking the load.
Upon final transitioning from the house system to temporary system, the building never saw the
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difference. The temp chiller system ran for 7 days with the house system as backup before
decommissioning for replacement.
This was a unique challenge and thinking outside the box allowed this large project to commence with all
the equipment mentioned to be replaced at the same time as "one system" greatly enhancing productivity
with much less risk to the facility.
Unique methods for underground excavation, piping materials, controls and test/proof methods were
employed to bring a level of comfort to decision makers (a.k.a. The Program Office). The temporary
cooling system has been line for 6 months with ZERO negative impact and the overall project schedule
has been reduced by 6 months.
Replacing the major mechanical equipment with all new piping is currently underway. Because we are on
temporary chillers the opportunity to up sell additional mechanical systems and piping improvements
(badly needed but not part of the original plan) are now possible and the government is taking the
opportunity presented to get these repairs completed.
Looking forward, the use of temporary chillers with HDPE DR11 piping is now being considered as the
primary design approach at 22 different centers; each facility with the identical systems, layout and design
as part of a waterfall modernization effort at the FAA ARTCC's across the US.
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